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ABSTRACT

When business enters industry 4.0 era, emerging technologies are evolving and utilized to promote business performance. This signifies disruption among companies especially in large corporations due to its stiffness and slowness in response while startups or small companies are prone to respond quickly. Previous studies suggest innovation to overcome this condition so that those large corporations could still enhance its performance in this industry era. Thus, several studies of them have been considered to propose an Innovation Management Model in Large Corporation. The result shows that in order to promote business performance, there are several factors needed to be considered such as: 1) Leadership, 2) Culture, 3) Support, 4) Innovation Process and 5) Business Performance. This study offers an interesting innovation management model to achieve business performance. This model consists of prementioned five components. From the proposal, business performance in large corporations is driven by innovation process. Meanwhile, in promoting this process, those large corporations need to promote leadership and culture. This model also suggests support for accelerating the process. This finding and contribution may give an opportunity for researchers to test the model for their future research.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Industry revolution 4.0 has signifies disruption especially for large corporations. These organisations tend to be slower in response to this disruption compared to small ones while startup and small companies are prone to response quickly. Previous studies has given insights that innovation is needed to help those large corporations to overcome the disruption. Although many large corporations have realized that they need to innovate in every aspect of their way of doing business, however, some of them fail to keep this movement consistently and others find it extremely difficult to get it done. It is mainly due to lack of system or model that they can approach the movement. Besides that, managing innovation at firm level is more complex due to the existence of multiple interrelationship and cooperative activities in that firm level [1].

Furthermore, reference [2] also states that implementation of innovation management system is a complex task regarding to company’s specific requirements. Therefore, a thorough investigation on appropriate system or model is urgently required so that those large corporations can systematically approach the innovation movement.

After screening previous studies, unfortunately, there is a lack of knowledge on a proper innovation management model especially for large corporation. Therefore, this research aims to propose innovation management model as guidance for large corporations to implement and promote innovation management model in their corporations.

To propose this model, innovation management system by ISO 56002: 2019 has been served as basic model to propose this innovation management model for large corporation.
2. RESEARCH METHOD

Several studies are thoroughly reviewed. Reference [3] introduces several factors such as strategic support, climate, leadership, and commitment to innovation.

Other reference [4] shows two most frequently assessed constructs including “organizational climate” and “readiness for implementation.” [4]. Meanwhile, reference [5] introduces several factors of innovation management system such as organizational context, leadership, planning, support, operations, performance evaluation, and improvement.

For this study, there are five components to be investigated to be proposed as an innovation management model such as 1) leadership, 2) culture, 3) support, 4) innovation process, and 5) business performance.

By definition, the process of social influence to maximize effort of others towards the achievement of a goal is regarded as leadership [5]. Commitment from this leadership from top management is needed to function the IMS [5]. Its behaviors are important specially to give clarity about direction of their organization [6]. Reference [7] suggests that leadership impacts employee's innovative behavior in hospital context.

Those behaviors according reference [5] are 1) vision is directed by leader to guide his organization to the future, 2) necessary trust and safety that are required for better creativity are enabled by leader, 3) the status quo is challenged by leader to enable change, 4) crises and new opportunities are well handled and capitalized by leader, 5) data and research methods are used by leaders when they make decision, 6) teamwork, collaboration and putting self-interest aside are our leaders’ values, 7) diversity and differences are recognized to promote creative, and 8) expertise in what leaders do and being curious related to technology are important for us.

In order to show leadership commitment to innovation, the action that needs to be taken is the leadership engagement in promoting culture [5]. Culture means background, history, heritage, religion, and beliefs [5].

To promote culture, five principles are needed including: 1) promoting intervention and accessibility by using community resources, 2) strategizing communication, 3) working through cultural or religious values, 4) overcoming barriers to promote accessibility and participation, and 5) accommodating various cultural identification [5].

The success of IMS is influenced by the support. Such support covers: 1) resources and capabilities, 2) people and teams’ development, 3) knowledge management, 4) funding and financial issues, 5) infrastructure, 6) innovation competency framework, 7) tools and methods, 8) Strategic intelligence management, and 9) Intellectual property management [5].

Innovation initiative can be taken by referring to actions based on ISO 56002:2019 [5]. By this standard, any programs, initiatives, or suggestions can focus on innovation as long as it has novelty dimension [5]. It should also add value to stakeholders. Therefore, any action addressing new or emerging issue is regarded to innovation initiative by ISO 56002:2019 [5]. Especially in turbulence era, innovation along with metamorphosis coupled by entrepreneurship is needed to promote strategic resilience [8]. Organization configures the processes to match innovation [5].
The process consists of: 1) opportunity identification, 2) concept creation, 3) concept validation, 4) solution development, and 5) solution deployment.

Performance evaluation is a critical step based on ISO 56002: 2019. It helps leaders to understand innovation contribution to achieve strategy and its alignment inside organization [5]. Reference [9] shows that innovation impacted successful performance of a hospital unit. Business performance can be evaluated using nine indicators such as: 1) higher sales growth, 2) more profitable, 3) growing more rapidly, 4) better service quality, 5) higher customer satisfaction, 6) growing quantity of employees, 7) growing innovative products, 8) growing innovative processes, and 9) growing qualified products [10].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After reviewing several literatures regarding innovation management especially in large corporations, this research proposes the following conceptual framework as shown in figure 2. This framework has generated as insight from IMS by ISO 56002: 2019 [11] as shown in Figure 1.

Reference [12] suggests that adopting ISO 56002:2019 will promote the achievement of sustainable development goal for the organization. This system is believed to have the ability for boosting various types of innovation, increasing innovativeness, and creating value for the firms [13].

As shown in Figure 1, the system consists of several clauses such as: 1) organizational context, 2) leadership, 3) planning, 4) support, 5) operations, 6) performance, and 7) improvement [11].

Furthermore, five factors identified in previous studies are connected as a proposed model shown in figure 2 based on Innovation Management System ISO 56002:2019 as shown in Figure 1.
Thus, this system serves as basic model for proposing this innovation management model as shown in Figure 2.

From Figure 3 above, the model consists of five components. From this proposal, business performance in large corporations can be proposed to be driven by innovation process. Meanwhile, in promoting this process, those corporation needs to promote leadership and culture. This model also suggests support for accelerating this process. There are several propositions that can be described in the following section.

Previous study found authentic leaders positively promote organisational learning capability which in turns promotes innovation success [14]. Another study stresses that leadership is important especially in proposing and implementing innovative ideas [15]. Moreover, reference [16] has also positively impacted innovation management through technology transfer. Leadership also has proven to have impacted sustainable competitive advantage from company not only innovation management [17]. This innovation performance also can be positively impacted by leadership style [18]. On top of this style, ethical leadership also has indirect impact on individual creativity even stronger when employees work in innovative climate. This factor is especially needed if organization want to increase exploration initiatives through senior leadership [19].
Previous study shows that organizational culture along with other factors drives organizational attractiveness and employee’s innovative behaviours [20]. [21] indicates that there is significant impact from culture to innovation and economic growth of the organization. This factor is especially needed for organizations that want to drive radical innovative strategy [22]. Organizational climate together with the factor are also believed to be centre of innovation development and effectiveness in human services [23]. It also has positive impact on intrapreneurship [24].

Previous study found that the support of the upper management the organizational, strategic, cultural and knowledge infrastructures are need to support innovation process [2]. Support in terms of technology transfer has positive impact on innovation management [16]. Other support such as collective intelligence also significantly impacts collective innovation and sustainability [25]. This knowledge capability has increased the probability that a company is technology and innovation-based company [26]. Moreover, radical innovative management, learning and knowledge-based organization along with financial aspect has impact radical innovation efforts [27].

On the other hand, knowledge management has also contributed on company innovation directly or indirectly [28]. Besides that, training for experience and involvement in this practice has also impacted innovation [29].

Previous studies have shown that innovation impacts the business performance positively [30] and firm size moderates this relationship [10] especially in the larger company [31]. In other studies, innovation efforts positively drove innovation impacts in form of new products [32], financial impacts [33] and company’s sustainability [34].
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The proposed innovation model as shown in Figure 2 has also been observed in one of large corporations in Indonesia. The large corporation which serves as case study for this innovation management system is Astra. This corporation fulfils the criteria as large corporations with conglomerate structure as this paper mention earlier. Unlike the other large corporations, this large corporation has already its own innovation management system called InnovAstra [35].
By using this system, Astra, as one of large corporations in Indonesia, has also promoted innovation as its weapon to promote its business performance. This activity has been effectively managed through its called InnovAstra, an innovation management system at Astra. In this system, there are three pillars such as movement, competition, and award [35].

In movement, leader’s commitment is required by deploying facilitators to oversee innovators’ projects. This pillar also serves as culture where all Astra people conducts innovation process facilitated by dedicated facilitator. This innovation process consists of awareness, advocating, implementation and monitoring and reporting [35].

In competition, all innovators are encouraged to share their innovation projects. Board of judges are also provided to determine which projects are eligible to get award from the company [35].

Lastly, in award pillar, those selected projects by board of judges are supported by reward, further development and follow up [35].

This case certainly serves description on how the proposed innovation management model was actually implemented in Astra as one of Indonesian large and conglomerate corporation [35].

4. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

This model has many obstacles. Firstly, adequate respondent sampling is needed to confirm it. Secondly, becoming organizational guidance requires valid model by suitable methodology. Thus, future research needs a careful handling to generate a valid one.

Previous studies gave insights to build a model to guide organization for innovation management. This study serves as basic theory for any effort to develop a proper model for innovation management in large corporations.
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